**Graphic Scale - Imperial**

- Existing furniture approximate footprint.
- Denotes minimum egress path. No furniture or other obstructions can be placed in this area.
- Furniture placed in these areas varies, based on building use or event and occupancies. Must submit plan to Christine Thomas to coordinate a review.

**Hatch Legend**

1. First Floor Mudd
   1" = 20'-0"
Graphic Scale - Imperial

- Existing furniture approximate footprint.
- Orange denotes minimum egress path. No furniture or other obstructions can be placed in this area.
- Furniture placed in these areas varies, based on building use or event and occupancies. Must submit plan to Christine Thomas to coordinate a review.

Hatch Legend

1. Second Floor Mudd
   1" = 20'-0"
Existing furniture approximate footprint.

Denotes minimum egress path. No furniture or other obstructions can be placed in this area.

Furniture placed in these areas varies, based on building use or event and occupancies. Must submit plan to Christine Thomas to coordinate a review.

Hatch Legend

1 Third Floor Mudd

1" = 20'-0"